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My five takeaways

You do not have to be an expert!

Evaluation is primarily about learning

Be proportionate & realistic about attribution

But even the simplest attempts are useful

Shared measurement is about comparing 

to peers & learning together
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What is evaluation?

• Evaluation is about making a judgement about 

the amount, number, or value of something

• Five types of evaluation data:

1. user data

2. user engagement data

3. feedback data

4. outcome data

5. impact data



the benefits?



The key benefits

Adding to 

the evidence 

base Knowing what to 

commission

Raising the 

Charity’s profile

Enticing supporters & 

motivating staff

Making improvements 

(both us & grantees)

Reporting 

back to 

trustees



the 
challenges?



The key challenges

No time 

(both us & 

grantees)

Lacking 

expertise

Unsupportive 

trustees & 

leadership

Funders too 

far from the 

activities

Issues are 

too complex



Imperial Health Charity

• Five London hospitals

• Grants (research fellowships, 

equipment, renovation, 

projects & hardship grants)

• Also volunteering, artwork, 

patient & staff support 

projects 



Impact levels to evaluate

Imperial Health Charity grants

Hospital 

project

Staff 

applicant 
Researcher

Patients, 

staff & others
Patients

Wider public



Imperial’s approach: 5 steps

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Make use 

of process 

& output 

data

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings



Know what you are trying to 

achieve

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Use your 

process 

data & 

outputs

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings

• A theory of change—just one way to do this



Know what you are trying 

to achieve
• First understand the steps in how change 

takes place, before you can measure it 

• Get your team to co-create this

• You can then focus on what you can 

measure & what is important 





Use your process data & 

outputs

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Use your 

process 

data & 

outputs

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings

• Application data

• Process data (eg, value of grants, time 

between grant application & award)



Use your process data & 

outputs
• We all already hold lots of data for compliance

• Add clever questions to applications, remove 

what you don’t need

• Use it to better understand applicants & to 

make informed changes

• This can also be used for comms



Find out what changed

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Use your 

process 

data & 

outputs

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings

• Report forms, surveys, focus groups, etc…



Find out what changed

• Prioritise most useful evaluation projects

• Even simple feedback comments is useful

• Support grantees with surveys, get involved

• Find a way to properly use grantee reports



Examples: Volunteering 

programme

• Using validated survey questions

• Before, during & after programme

• Tracking knowledge of NHS, confidence & 

ideas to improve the programme



Examples: Art postcard



Examples: Staff survey



Build a culture of evaluation

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Use your 

process 

data & 

outputs

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings

• One-to-ones, imbedding it in current processes, 

fun demos, etc…



Build a culture of evaluation

• Evaluation needs to involve everyone

• An evaluation culture is when teams are 

committed to using data to continuously improve

• Get other staff thinking about it as part of their 

role & early on in the process



Share your  findings

Know what 

you are 

trying to 

achieve

Use your 

process 

data & 

outputs

Find out 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings

• Grantees, grant committees, team meetings, 

supporters & peers



Share your  findings

• Evaluation needs to lead to actions

• Often requires lots of tailoring & translating



Our approach: 5 steps

Understand 

what you 

are trying to 

achieve

Make use 

of process 

& output 

data

Collect 

feedback & 

data on 

what 

changed

Build a 

culture of 

evaluation

Share your  

findings



Resources

1. www.inspiringimpact.org

http://www.inspiringimpact.org/


2. www.knowhow.ncvo.org.uk

Resources

http://www.knowhow.ncvo.org.uk/


3. www.thinknpc.org/resource-hub/making-your-

funding-go-further/

Resources

http://www.thinknpc.org/resource-hub/making-your-funding-go-further/


shared 

measurement



You often see these statistics….

…but what do they really mean?

8 of 10 service users 

improved their confidence

Nearly three quarters of young 

people progressed into employment

71% of grantees think our 

support was excellent 
3,167 direct beneficiaries 

of our grants

This year twice as many 

improved literacy skills 



Pilot with ten NHS charities 

• A ‘mixed bag’

• But similar enough for 

shared measurement to 

work

Who was involved?



What we did

1. Shared theory of change

2. Co-developed shared surveys & tools

3. Pooled the data for analysis



Shared theory of change



Shared grants template

• Using the same template over the same 

period

• Basic grant stats (eg, value & duration)

• Shared categories to help understand the data

(eg, grant user & grant type)



Shared surveys

• Same surveys with the same 

questions, same template

• 5 different types (eg, equipment & 

patient support activities)

• Collecting feedback on well-being, 

quality, hospital experience & 

awareness of the NHS charity 



Grants data findings

What does the 

sector actually 

look like?



What are 

the different 

ways we 

approach 

social 

change?

Grants data findings



Findings from the surveys

How did we do as a cohort?



And how did we do as a charity?

Findings from the surveys



Our key learning points



Our new report

‘Learning 

together as a 

sector’

Download: www.imperialcharity.org.uk/about-us/annual-reports

Blog: www.thinknpc.org/blog/shared-measurement-tackling-evaluation-together

http://www.imperialcharity.org.uk/about-us/annual-reports
https://www.thinknpc.org/blog/shared-measurement-tackling-evaluation-together/


What comes next?

1. Sharing findings with other funders (eg, ACF)

2. Testing the appetite of NHS charities for more

3. Making it easy to participate & to use the data

4. Put the surveys & guidance online

5. Coordinate a new phase?



What we need from you…

1. Have the time to keep in touch

2. Put your grants data into the same format

3. Use the same surveys on your funded projects

4. Submit data in the same period

5. Use the data



Feeling keen?

www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NHSEval



My five takeaways

You do not have to be an expert!

Evaluation is primarily about learning

Be proportionate & realistic about attribution

But even the simplest attempts are useful

Shared measurement is about comparing 

to peers & learning together
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